Sensory stimuli are encoded by the joint firing of neuronal groups composed of pyramidal cells and interneurons,
increased dramatically with postnatal maturation (from -0.42 to -1.28; Fig.1F ), suggesting gradual functional link elimination and subsequent decrease in the size of highly connected "cliques" over time after eye opening ( Fig.   1F ). This is in line with spontaneous activity de-correlation during the first weeks of postnatal development (Golshani et . We aimed to identify and characterize putative "small-world" cliques in L2/3 of mouse area V1 and investigate how they evolve during development. Our approach is guided by the intuition that cliques of functionally similar pyramidal cells whose synchronous firing represents a "temporally coherent computational unit" (or feature) ought to be inhibited together. Therefore, clique members are expected to form functional connections not just with each other, but also with the same set of local neighboring interneurons.
Sub-Networks of Pyramidal Neurons Temporally Linked to Specific Interneurons. To identify candidate
"small world" groups we searched for cells whose calcium events had a consistent temporal relationship to events recorded from local inhibitory interneurons. We used mice expressing Td-Tomato in a subset (~ 65%) of layer 2/3 interneurons positive for the protein Dlx-5/6 (Madisen et al., 2010) . For each interneuron, we identified the pyramidal cells that generated events with higher probability within the 600 ms window immediately preceding interneuronal firing events ( Fig. 2A) . This relatively large window reflects the build-up of recurrent network activity rather than purely monosynaptic connections, which are faster (see Extended Data Fig.1 , Methods). Significance was estimated by random circular shuffling of calcium response onsets to build a null distribution of pyramidal cell event probability relative to interneuronal events ( Fig. 2B ; p = 0.0001 (0.0045 after correcting for multiple comparisons), and less than cutoff p-value of p=0.0011 (which corresponds to 0.05 after correction for multiple comparisons)). These pyramidal cells have the potential of activating the interneuron and then being themselves inhibited by the interneuron in the context of recurrent network activity. We refer to such cells as "partners" of that interneuron. An interneuron with its associated pyramidal "partners" define a "clique"
we call "interneuron pyramidal partner cluster", or "IPP-cluster" (Fig. 2C-E ). Nearly all (~97%) interneurons had pyramidal partners inside the FOV. Interestingly, the average distance of IPP-cluster pyramidal members from the partner interneuron remained stable across the ages examined ( Specifically, before eye opening (P8-P10) mean IPP-cluster size was ~39 pyramidal neurons (n=45), around eye opening (P12-P16) ~34 (n=41), while in juvenile adulthood (P35-P52) it dropped further to ~24 cells (n=38) (Fig.   2F ). Correspondingly, average overlap between the clusters was ~28% before eye-opening, ~18% around eye opening, and ~13% in juvenile adulthood (Fig. 2G) . Note that there was no systematic difference in the fraction of active cells per FOV across different groups and IPP-cluster size/overlap did not correlate with the number of active neurons in the FOV.
To measure the strength of pairwise functional connectivity within a cluster we used linear Pearson crosscorrelation function over a ±600ms window after removing all [-600ms,600ms ] periods centered around interneuronal responses to exclude periods in which interneurons can directly influence their pyramidal partners (or vice-versa; see Methods). Pairwise functional connectivity strength was greater between pyramidal IPPcluster members versus IPP-cluster members and appropriately distance matched non members from the same FOV ( Fig. 3C ; see Methods). The difference in mean pairwise functional connectivity strength was significant already before eye-opening and remained significant through adulthood (Fig.3C) . We computed the mean pairwise connectivity strength across all pyramidal members of an IPP-cluster and compared it to that derived from a null distribution generated by creating 10000 surrogate size-matched and distance-matched pyramidal cell groups randomly drawn from the FOV without replacement (see Methods; Fig. 3A,B) . IPP-clusters with mean pairwise functional connectivity strength >99.7% of the null distribution's values were conservatively deemed to have mean pairwise functional connectivity strength higher than chance. Remarkably, the majority of IPPclusters exceeded this threshold; irrespective of postnatal age the fraction of such clusters exceeded 60% (Fig.   3D ). Note that at the threshold chosen only ~1% of IPP-clusters were expected to reach significance by chance, confirming that IPP-cluster represent well defined cliques of relatively densely inter-connected cells.
"Cluster-exclusive" pyramidal cells, i.e. cells that participate exclusively in a single IPP-cluster form fewer functional links than "shared" pyramidal cells (cells that participate in more than one IPP-cluster) at all ages examined (Fig.4A) . However, both "cluster-exclusive" pyramidal cells and "shared" pyramidal cells retain fewer functional links over time and the number of functional links per pyramidal IPP-cluster member decreases over postnatal development (Fig. 4A) . The fraction of "cluster-exclusive" pyramidal cells greatly increases after eye opening (Fig. 4C) , while the fraction of "shared" pyramidal cells correspondingly decreases. As a result, by juvenile adulthood a pyramidal cell member of an IPP-cluster is on average functionally linked to ~2 interneurons, down from ~3.5 prior to eye opening (Fig. 4B) . Along the same lines, the average number of clusters cross-linked by a "shared cell" decreases from ~4 (before eye opening) to ~3 (juvenile adulthood), (Extended Data Fig.4 ). These processes reflect the refinement of small-world network structure, with IPPclusters becoming increasingly segregated, reflecting perhaps an increase in functional specialization (Gao et al., 2010) .
Our findings argue strongly that IPP-clusters represent neuronal cliques existing as early as P8, whose structure undergoes marked reorganization during early postnatal development. Specifically, IPP-clusters decrease in size and become more disjoint as functional connections between their pyramidal members get pruned over time.
Notably, the average number of IPP-clusters linked per "shared" ("hub") pyramidal cell decreases over time, as the network acquires incrementally stronger "small-world" structure. So far, all analysis was performed on epochs of spontaneous activity. The question then arises whether IPP-cluster members share functional properties, and whether "shared" nodes cross-link IPP-clusters with similar functional properties.
IPP-cluster members share physiological properties. We found that pyramidal members of IPP-clusters share functional properties with each other and with their partner interneurons. This analysis was performed in 4 juvenile adult animals (P42-P52, 4 FOVs), in which direction and orientation selectivity are mature (Rochefort et al., 2011) . ~52% (12/23) of visually responsive interneurons recorded in adult animals showed direction-and/or orientation-selectivity when tested with drifting gratings and plaid textures. Fig.5A ,B illustrates an example of three direction tuned pyramidal IPP-cluster members linked to their tuned interneuron partner. Note that the peaks of the tuning functions align across the pyramidal cells and the interneuron (Fig.5C ). Fig.5D -E summarizes population data across all IPP-clusters derived from oriented interneurons tested with moving gratings: ~34% of pyramidal members share direction preference with their partner interneuron, ~75% are within ±45°, and only ~14% have preference orthogonal (at least 90 degrees difference) to that of their partner interneuron (Fig. 5D ,E, p = 0.0049). This observation is not strictly specific to moving gratings but translates to different types of moving stimuli, such as moving textures (Extended Data Fig.2 (Fig.2 ). The interneuron with its "pyramidal partners" forms an "IPPcluster". IPP-cluster members have higher probability to fire in synchrony with each other, even when we exclude epochs during which they might be linked via the firing of their partner interneuron ( IPP-clusters were identified purely based on the temporal structure of individual unit firing during epochs of spontaneous activity, in the absence of visual stimulation. In spite of this, IPP-cluster pyramidal members share direction preference between themselves and with their partner interneuron (Fig.5) , strongly supporting the idea that they have functional significance. This is further corroborated by the fact that pyramidal members of IPPclusters exhibit stronger pairwise functional connectivity with each other than with members of other IPPclusters, suggesting they form a functionally cohesive group. Co-activated pyramidal units are more efficient at transmiting "units" of information to downstream targets (Smyrnakis & Smirnakis, 2013) . They also need to be inhibited together in order to unambiguously designate the end of information transmission. The ability of functionally similar IPP-cluster members to be co-modulated together suggests that IPP-cluster functions as basic computational unit, the synchrony and burst firing of which is regulated by the activation of its "partner" interneuron.
Spontaneous activity patterns suggest that the L2/3 network in area V1 conforms to a "small-world" architecture ( Fig.1G-H ). At the scale in which we examine the system (~250m), IPP-clusters can be tentatively identified as "small-worlds" interconnected by a relatively small number of "shared" units, i.e. units that overlap between distinct IPP-clusters. "Shared" cells preferentially link IPP-clusters with similar properties (Fig.5F ), leading to the relative integration of similarly tuned, versus the relative segregation of orthogonally-tuned clusters. A picture then emerges according to which, under appropriate conditions, computationally relevant IPP-clusters can interact via "shared" cells to form functionally significant super-groups, yoked together for the computation of specific properties (like feature detection) or for the performance of specific logical operations.
This network scaffold of IPP clusters is not hardwired at birth but undergoes substantial refinement during postnatal development. From before eye opening to juvenile adulthood IPP-cluster size and overlap between IPP-clusters decreases, the degree of functional connectivity per IPP-cluster pyramidal member decreases, and V1 layer 2/3 network architecture increasingly evolves into a higher number of interacting but distinct "smallworld" IPP-cluster neighborhoods. In agreement with this, ~41% of IPP-cluster pyramidal members link exclusively with a single interneuron in adulthood, compared to only ~13% before eye opening. Overall, the number of interneurons a layer 2/3 pyramidal neuron is on average linked with drops from ~3.5 before eye opening to ~2 in adulthood. This is consistent with prior results reporting down-scaling of pairwise connections during postnatal development (Golshani et al., 2009) To assess significance, we first selected out pyramidal cells which had larger probability of events in the 600 ms period before the events of the interneuron compared to 600 ms period after the events of the interneuron. Next, the event trains of these pyramidal cells were randomly shuffled cell-by-cell, in circular fashion, to generate the 10000 point null distributi n of pyramidal cell event probability in 600 ms window after the events of the interneuron. Th significance of the difference for each prospective pyramidal partner could then be determined b comparing the pyramidal cell's event probability prior to interneuron's event relative to the null distribution (black histogram). The threshold p-value was set at 0. Mice were reared in a 12 h dark/light cycle until P8 -P52 and subsequently were used for recordings. During surgery, mice where anesthetized with 2% isoflurane, which was delivered in pure oxygen via tubing near the nose of the animal. Local anesthesia with lidocaine (2%) was given under the skin and on the skull. We placed a 3 mm round craniotomy above V1 and pressure injected 1mM OGB-1 with 100 μM SR-101 dissolved in
Pluronic via a glass pipette 200 μm below the dura (Stosiek et al., 2003) . All injection sites were located 2-3 mm lateral from midline and 1-1.5 mm frontal to the transverse sinus, placing them in visual cortex (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) . After injection, we fixed a glass coverslip above V1 with Vetbond glue. We kept eyes moisturized using a topical eye ointment (polydimethylsiloxane-200, Sigma-Aldrich). The isoflurane level during recordings was maintained at 0.6% in adult animals. For younger pups the isofluorane level was set to 1% during recording, as pups are less sensitive to isoflurane anesthesia. We collected on total data from 21 FOVs from 18 animals (6 animals per age group).
Two-photon imaging.
We used a Prairie Ultima-IV two-photon microscope with custom modifications, fed by a and converted them to dF/F. To determine the onsets of OGB-1 spontaneous calcium responses, the dF/F timecourse for each cell was thresholded, using the noise portion of the data, to 3 standard deviations above noise. We applied moving average filter (3 s window) to the dF/F and then subtract ed the result from the dF/F to obtain the noise and calculate the individual threshold for each cell. We used current-clamp recordings in 3 cells to verify that the above procedure was faithfully detecting the onsets of actual action potential bursts. We aligned the calcium event onset series with corresponding current-clamp recordings. Then, the 4 second periods after each event onset, corresponding to the rise and decay of the calcium transient, were taken out of the current clamp recording, and the remainder of it was used for baseline calculations. We then determined if any frames during and 2 seconds after event onset frame contained action potentials, and how many. The 2 second window encompasses the fast rise and peak area of calcium event, where most action potentials occur (Vogelstein et al., 2010) . We determined the median spike rate in each 2 second window across all events, and determined whether any individual frame in this window contained more than 2 action potentials (doublets and multiplets). Then we broke the baseline portion of the recording into 2 second intervals, and repeated this procedure for those intervals. ~77% of calcium events detected by this method corresponded to doublets, triplets etc. of action potentials, while single action potentials were caught in only ~23% of cases. In contrast, the parts of the recordings that did not have detected events (baseline), consisted mainly of solitary action potentials; doublets and multiplets appeared in only 35% of baseline trials. In addition to this, the action potential packets detected by our procedure contained larger spike count than those belonging to baseline trials: median spike rate was 3.25 Hz for event trials compared to 0.5 Hz for baseline trials. This shows that our procedure discriminates in favor of cellular events related to reverberating recurrent population activity, as the events mostly contain bursts of action potentials, ocurring at higher rate, as opposed to sparcer solitary spikes observed during baseline periods.
Detected onsets then were used to form an eventogram for each FOV movie. We defined population bursts as periods of time when two or more cells had onsets of calcium responses in one or more subsequent frames. The first frame of such burst is preceded by a frame that is empty. Solitary events, even occurring in temporal proximity (e.g. separated by one empty frame) were discarded from the eventogram, so that only burst-related activity was used in further analysis. , where movie length is total number of frames in a given movie, for each cell. The offset was selected randomly. Shuffling was repeated 10000 times to generate the distribution of correlation coefficients that can occur by chance for each cell pair. Each pair's null distribution's maximum value was used as a threshold to determine if the real correlation coefficient value was significant (e.g. exceeded the threshold). Next, we examined if the cell pair's real correlation value also was above the median correlation observed in an examined FOV across all cell pairs. If both thresholds were satisfied, the cell pair was accepted as having a significant functional link. Links obtained through this procedure were then used to calculate degree of connectivity across the network nodes (cells).
Small
Small-world networks are defined by a relation between the clustering coefficient and the short average minimum path length. The clustering coefficient (C) for an individual cell (node) is the ratio of the actual links (r)
formed between all the linked partners (k) of the cell over the number of all possible links:
The global clustering coefficient (Cg) is then determined by averaging the clustering coefficients of all nodes.
Small-world networks also have short path lengths (L), also a common property of random networks. Path length is a measure of the distance between nodes in the network, calculated as the mean of the shortest geodesic distances (number of edges) between all possible node pairs. For nodes i, j, L is determined by:
where dij is the shortest geodesic distance between nodes (i,j) and N is the number of the cells in the network. To calculate the small-world factor, we compare the global clustering coefficient and path length of the actual network with the global clustering coefficient (Cg,ran) and path length (Lran) of a random network with the same number of nodes and same mean number of links per cell. Such a network was created by randomly redistributing the existing links in the actual network across the nodes. Then we calculated the small world factor (SMW), as follows:
SMW > 1 is used as a criterion to classify the network as a "small-world" net (Humphries et al., 2006 , Sporns, 2011 , since it argues for high average clustering coefficient relative to path length compared to otherwise equivalent randomly connected nets. About 8% of nodes in the network had limited connectivity: they either were not connected to any other nodes in the network, or were connected to only to a very restricted subset of nodes, which resulted in their individual average path length value to be close to zero. We checked if their inclusion in the calculation affected the resulting SMWs. To do so, we either imputed the mean path length for them with the mean path length across the connected nodes, or excluded them from the calculation all together. In both cases the SMWs decreased only slightly, with lowest values staying above 1.64 in all cases.
Identifying "interneuron pyramidal partners" (IPPs). To determine if the activation of pyramidal cells and
interneurons in the context of multineuronal population bursts was random, or alternatively, groups of specific pyramidal cells and interneurons were working in concert, we compared the probability of individual pyramidal cell's having a calcium event 600 ms before and 600 ms after the event in the interneuron. For each pyramidal cell (PC), we generated a probability difference measure, by subtracting the probability of PC event 600 ms before the interneuronal event from the probability of PC event 600 ms after the interneuronal event, and selected out the cells with positive difference values for further analysis, as these cells potentially had higher probability to be activated shortly before interneuronal events. The probability difference measure was calculated over instances of inteneuronal activations. If the interneuron had less than 12 in-burst calcium events, we did not consider it for further analysis.
We then generated 10000 instances of surrogate data sets by temporally shuffling the event onsets in these potential PC partners, and leaving the interneuronal event onsets intact. For each shuffled data set and each potential PC partner, a surrogate 'chance' probability of a pyramidal cell to be activated after the interneuronal event was generated (10000 points). Next, for each tested PC, the real probability to have an event before the interneuronal event was compared against each 'chance' probability point in this null distribution, and the fraction of instances when the chance probability was equal or exceeded the real probability was used as a p-value for each interneuron -pyramidal cell pair. Individual cells' p-values were than corrected for multiple comparisons correlation values were put to zero. Then, mean cross-correlation coefficient was measured for PC pairs of the same IPP cluster. To determine if this mean peak cross-correlation was significantly different from control, we generated 10000 surrogate cell groups, size matched to the tested IPP cluster, by randomly selecting PCs out of the FOV. We used the following criteria to select the member cells for these control groups (see also Fig.3 ):
1. Their pairwise distances to the partner interneuron were restricted to match the pairwise distance range of the tested IPP cluster members to the partner interneuron. For this, we averaged distances from interneuron to each partner pyramidal cell in the cluster. The distance envelope was set to mean±3 s.d.
from the interneuron.
2. The cells did not belong to an IPP cluster.
3.
We then calculated the mean pairwise cross-correlation coefficient of the eventogram between the members of the surrogate group and the members of the tested IPP cluster. This was repeated 10000
times to arrive at the null distribution of mean correlation strength of randomly selected cell groups in the given FOV. Using this null distribution, we determined if the IPP-cluster's mean pairwise crosscorrelation peak value was outside of P=0.997 interval (3 standard deviations from the mean).
Global functional connectivity of the pyramidal cells during multineuronal bursts. We next used the significance matrix to explore the refinement of functional connectivity in the course of early development. We set all non-zero values to one, denoting a presence of a functional link between the cells, while non-linked cellls were assigned a zero. We next used the resulting matrix to determine the amount of links made by pyramidal neuron that participated in a singular IPP cluster ('exclusive' cell) versus the amount of links made by pyramidal neuron participating in more than one IPP cluster ('shared' cell). where Opreferred is the direction axis (orientation) along which peak responses occurs, while Oorth is the direction axis (orientation) orthogonal to peak response axis. We considered the cell to be tuned for direction and/or orientation in case that either of the metrics exceeded 0.45. Out of 23 visually-responsive interneurons in adult set (collected from 4 FOVs), 15 were tuned for the direction and / or orientation of the moving gratings (DSI or OSI equal or above 0.45). We than examined the tuning curve of each interneuron and excluded 3 cells with exceptionally broad tuning, that had more than 3 significant peaks in their tuning curve (for this we determined the amplitude of the largest peak, and accepted any other peaks that were above half of that amplitude as significant). This left us with 12 interneurons for the grating condition.
For all examined tuned interneurons we first identified the dominant peak in their tuning curve. Most cells also had additional smaller peaks in their tuning curves, typically located opposite of dominant peak, as most of the oriented neurons in V1 show a degree of orientation preference. We thus looked if the interneuron had additional peaks located in the 120 degrees window centered on the direction opposite to the dominant peak. The minor peak was considered significant if the amplitude of the local maximum was signifcantly larger than zero. We considered both peaks as 'preferred direction' when evaluating the alignment of tuning between the tuning curves of the interneuron and its partner pyramidal cell (see Fig.5 ).
For plaid condition, we again first selected the tuned interneurons based of direction-selectivity of interneuron's responses. First, we calculated the direction-selectivity index similar to grating case: where DSpreferred is the sum of responses for motion to the cell's preferred directions, and DSorth is the sum of the responses to the orthogonal directions. If either of these indexes reached 0.45, the cell was accepted as tuned for the plaid's direction(s) of motion. Next, we removed the broadly tuned or multipeaked interneurons, and determined the locations of dominant directions similarly to the grating case. Thus, for plaid condition we used 10 tuned interneurons.
We then examined the alignement between the tuning curves of the interneurons and the pyramidal cells found in their corresponding clusters. First, we examined the population tuning curves of pyramidal cluster members vs interneuron (Fig.5C ). Since the communal tuning curve appears to be dominated by oriented pyramidal members, we proceeded to describe the relationshipe between their tuning and the tuning of the interneuron. For each cluster, we selected out cells that had sufficient direction or orientation tuning. First, we removed cells whose OSI or DSI was below 0.45. We examined the tuning curves of the remaining cells and removed cells with noisy peak responses and cells whose tuning curves had more than two significant peaks (a significant peak reached 2/3 of the amplitude of the dominant peak). For the remaining cluster members, we determined the smallest offset of the preferred direction of each pyramidal neuron from the preferred directions of the partner interneuron.
Statistical tests. We used Wilcoxon ranksum test (WRS) to test for group differences, and Wilcoxon signed rank test (SR) in cases when the group data was paired. All points in the errobar plots are shown as mean±sem, unless otherwise noted.
